
Saliva collection made simple.

Quantisal
Oral Fluid Collection Device

Toxicology

Substance abuse testing with more substance.

Fast
Median collection time with Quantisal is 3.5 minutes

Accurate
Collects 1mL oral fluid (+/-10%)

Reliable
Volume adequacy indicator verifies that enough oral 
fluid has been collected

  No artificial stimulants
  Proven laboratory confidence
  Indicator in the stem that turns blue on sufficient collection



How it works

Catalogue no.    Description        No. of tests

IMMQS-0025-DUAL Quantisal Dual Oral Fluid 
Collection Device

25 kits per box

IMMQS-0025 Quantisal Single Oral Fluid 
Collection Device

25 kits per box

IMMQSF-100 Quantisal Plungers 100 kits per 
box
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Ordering Information

Dual Collection Method  
When performing a collection with dual format kits, both collectors can be positioned under the tongue at the same time. 
Remove when each volume adequacy indicator has turned blue and follow the remaining procedure.

Check expiration date on Quantisal 
packaging and ensure donor has refrained 
from consumption of food or beverage for 
10 minutes prior to specimen collection.

1. Instruct donor to peel open package 
and remove collector.2.

Instruct donor to position collector under 
tongue and close mouth. 

IMPORTANT- ensure donor does not chew 
on pad, talk, or remove collector from 
mouth until indicator turns BLUE. 

3.

When indicator turns BLUE instruct donor 
to hold transport tube in an upright position 
and uncap by pushing up with thumb(s). 
Do not stand tube on table. Do not spill or 
empty liquid from tube.

4.

 Instruct donor to insert collector into the 
uncapped transport tube and replace cap.5. SNAP CAP !rmly for transport. Place center 

of specimen seal on top of tube and press 
down both sides. Complete paperwork and 
send sample to laboratory.

6.
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